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ANNIVERSARY OF BIGFOOT
Bigfoot is among us!
Sceptics, believers and
people have just heard
of it. Today, I’m going
to
convince
the
sceptics.
Let’s start off with a
story, a boy goes
missing and they spend
all day looking for him,
but they don’t find him.
The next day he’s
found sitting on the
road by a passing car
and all he can talk
about when the driver
takes him to the car is
the ‘big hairy man’ who
picked him up and put

Written by Tom Bairstow, Year 7

him by the side of the
road.

Now many people will
question where the
real evidence is, but
Bigfoot foot casts have
been examined by an
expert on apes and he
said, ‘it would be very
hard to fake the prints
because
of
the
movement shown by
them’. In the end it’s a
matter of opinion. Is
there such a race of
apes roaming the earth
that we don’t know
about? I’ll leave that
for you to decide...
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Written by Laura Bauwens, Year 7

B LACK H OLES
Black holes and event horizons
What is a black hole?
A black hole is a region of
spacetime that has such a strong
gravitational force that nothing,
not
even
particles
or
electromagnetic radiation like
light, can escape its grasp. They
are great amounts of matter
squashed into a small dense
area, ranging anywhere between
fifteen miles to multiple times the
size of Pluto’s orbit around the
sun.
Black holes form when stars
much more massive than our own
collapse in on themselves in a
supernova. When the core of
these solar giants collapse, they
form stellar black holes. But
some of the black holes in the
universe were created when
everything came into existence,
during the Big Bang, these
ancient singularities are known
as Primordial black holes.

Written by Pippa Holmes, Year 12

Black holes were first predicted
by Einstein, within his theory of
General
Relativity.
Professor
Stephen
Hawking
also
contributed towards the study of
black holes and discovered
Hawking Radiation which is
caused by a black hole capturing
one of a particle – antiparticle
pair created spontaneously near
the event horizon. The event
horizon is the ‘point of no return’
in which nothing can escape, not
even light, it is like when
something falls over the edge of
a waterfall. The current gets
stronger and stronger until you
reach the ledge over which you
fall, you cannot escape to the
point where you came from.
Many
scientists
today
are
working on understanding these
strange objects, and the first
image of one is due to release
this year!

What lies at the centre? Is there a
centre?
This
question
cannot
be
answered, yet! But there are
many theories about what
happens
inside of a black hole. Some
believe that inside a black hole is
a wormhole to another universe,
or even to a point back in time!
Others believe that whatever falls
into one is stored as information
within it. Again, we do not know
yet, but its fun to imagine what
may happen.

What would happen if I fell into
one?
If you wanted to survive long
enough to see what was on the
other side, you would most
definitely need to fall into a
pretty big black hole. In small
black holes the gravity is so
strong that under those forces
your body would be stretched out
like a piece of spaghetti – this is
ironically
known
as
spaghettification. But if you were
able to fall deeper into a black
hole towards the singularity

inside, you would be able see a
wide array of things. Due to the
time dilation caused by the black
hole you would be able to see
everything that has ever fallen
and will ever fall into it. From a
distance you would seem as
though you were slowing down,
until just before the event horizon
when you would stop, turn red
and disappear.
On the other side who knows
what you would see! Maybe a
tesseract like at the end of the
film Interstellar, or a whole new
universe. For now, this is just
science fiction, but who knows,
maybe one day it will be science
fact.

A Poem by Ash Willis, Year 10
Young but not free
Bold but no speech
They say we’re the future
But they don’t give this tree
The fuel and freedom it needs.
We may be young but not free
But we’re as bold as can be
Fighting for freedom for this poor little tree
Fighting to grow to the best it can be.
We’ve no speech but not lonely.
This tree becomes a forest
But then dies back to one

As our ‘parents’ or ‘carers’ see what we’ve become
And bold without speech
Young but not free
But strong as can be in this little tree.
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BREXIT IN A NUTSHELL

Many of you have heard the word
Brexit on the news and in
newspapers for three years but
some of you don’t know what it
means. HAVE NO FEAR! Because
I’m going to explain it to you.

though it could be delayed as
explained later.
What is the EU?

The EU is a collection of 28
countries that sell to each other.
The EU also lets people travel
and live in EU countries

What does Brexit mean?
Brexit is short for ‘Britain’s exit’
and is the word that people use
to describe the decision that the
country made in a public vote in
June 2016 to leave the European
Union (EU). 48 percent of people
voted to remain in the EU and 52
percent voted leave. The leaving
date is the 29th of March 2019,

Why do people want to leave?
One of the main reasons that
people want to leave is to take
back control of our borders and
who can come into the UK from
the EU as the EU lets people
travel freely from one EU country
to another. Another reason is that
we pay the EU billions of pounds
a year and some people believe
that the money could be spent on
better things. Also, people
believe that we could make
better trade deals outside the EU’
s control.
What is the prime minister doing
towards Brexit?

Written by Mathew Dundon, Year 7

Since the vote in 2016, the prime
minister has been holding talks
with EU leaders to work out a
deal on the terms of Britain’s
departure from the EU. The prime
minister requires the agreement
of MPs to support the deal
Britain would leave the EU with,
ranging from what is called a
‘hard Brexit’ to a ‘soft Brexit’.
What does the deal contain?
The
deal,
or
withdrawal
agreement, contains the amount
of money that Britain has to pay
to leave, also known as the
divorce bill and the amount is
expected to be about £39 billion.
It also contains the details about
the Irish backstop.
What is the Irish backstop?

The backstop ensures that there
is no physical border between
Northern
Ireland
and
the
Republic of Ireland. This is the
part of the deal that many of the
MPs don’t like.
What might happen?

MPs have been voting on the
withdrawal agreement.
Twice
they have voted to reject the deal
by a big majority. More votes
have also taken place to decide
the UK’s future. MPs have voted
against the possibility of the UK
leaving the EU without a deal
although this isn’t legally binding.
They have also voted for the
Prime Minister to ask the EU for
there to be a delay to Brexit. The
Prime Minister is still asking MPs
to back her deal and we still don’
t know what is going to happen!

YOUNG C ARERS
What is a young carer and what do they do?

A young carer is a person who
under 18 who provides care for
another person of any age, who is
disabled, chronically ill, or for adults
who misuse alcohol or drugs. There
are as many as 700,000 young
carers in the UK alone. Young
carers are often forced to grow up
early and miss out on some
opportunities that other children do
due to their caring role. However,
they attend ordinary schools just
like everyone else, but you would
not be able to point out who is a
young carer and who isn’t. Young
carers often face problems with
their mental health, as they are
often stressed or worried about the
individuals they care for, and this
can often affect their school work
and social life. Yet to them, their
lives are normal, they just have
extra responsibilities.
My story:
I have written an article like this
and told my story once before, but I
believe it’s time to tell it again.

Written by Pippa Holmes, Year 12

I am the girl with the NASA flight
jacket, the strange taste in music
and the crazy amount of books. I am
the girl with such grand dreams that
will hopefully one day land me on
the moon or beyond. I am the girl
who, when people said to shoot for
the stars, took it literally. Most of
the time everyone sees a shy, quiet
girl who is usually stuck in a book
about astronauts, space travel or
something about black holes,
doodling mythical creatures all over
pieces of paper I find in my planner,
writing stories about time travel or
talking about superheroes. But very
few know that I am a young carer.

My brother has Down Syndrome, a
disability caused by having three
copies of chromosome twenty-one.
My brother is my best friend and my
right-hand
man,
we
are
metaphorically joined at the hip. He
has the best personality, he is
funny, kind and caring... and well, a
little stubborn at times, but aren’t
we all? His smile could light up a

whole room of people, his laugh is
contagious, and his heart is made of
pure gold - he also gives the best
hugs
imaginable.
He
loves
superheroes, a lot, which is just one
of the many things we bond over
and talk about. Our two worlds
seem to merge perfectly as we
disagree on very little. I’m usually
Supergirl and he the Flash, or
Captain America, or Iron man... you
get my point, he really loves
superheroes. He looks up to me as
though I am a superhero, which is
probably the best compliment a girl
could wish for, and I hope that one
day I can live up to that title for him.
He is one of the reasons I want to
go to space in the future, I want to
make him proud. He constantly calls
me “The Martian”, after one of our
all-time favourite films (and my
favourite book!) about an astronaut
stranded on Mars. And since the
day I decided that this was what I
wanted to do with my life, he has
been so very supportive. He puts up
with me when there’s a clear night
sky and I point out the planets to
him (our favourite is Mars, no
surprise there). He is always up for
watching films about space and
listening to me read him facts from
some of my favourite books - if we

can watch the latest Marvel or
Jurassic World film afterwards.

Being a young carer can be quite
tough sometimes but to me it’s just
life, it’s what I’ve always known,
and I wouldn’t have it any other way
because my brother is the best and
I love him so very much. Yet, It can
often feel as though I have the
weight of the world on my shoulders
and it can be tough sometimes
when we go places, and the way
people treat him when we do people sometimes move seats when
he sits next to them, make faces,
call him names and that’s just the
tip of the iceberg. It can be
especially tough when I’m at school.
Often enough I hear terms that are
predominantly used against people
like my brother that students use to
insult one another, or even certain
disabilities (like Down Syndrome or
Autism) being used as insults
themselves. This can be terribly
upsetting, even when it’s not aimed
at myself or my brother. Hearing
these terms and insults can ruin my
day and put me in quite the bad
mood- which I hate because I love
being positive Pippa. And once
again my amazing friends (and Miss

Schofield) need to help and comfort
me about something that should
never happen in the first place. I am
eternally grateful for their love and
support and I would not be able to
what I do without them.
Those with disabilities are the same
as us, we are all human after all.
But if I was to give them a label it
would
be
“the
real-life
superheroes”. So, I ask you, why is
it fair to be so mean and
judgemental about other people just
for being different? We are told
growing up, that being different is a
good thing and to never judge a
book by its cover. So, what’s the
difference here?
I also believe it is unfair for myself
and other young carers, that we
have to put up with this on a daily
basis. Why should we have to cope?
That is why I’m telling you again.

We need to come together and
stand
up
to
this
issue.
Discrimination towards those with
disabilities is like racism, sexism,
homophobia etc. It’s a part of a
person that they cannot change. It
is a topic that needs addressing
more as it is often forgotten. I want

to at least try to put a stop to this
for the young carers that are yet to
attend our school and for those
already here. It’s hard enough
sometimes
having
these
responsibilities, and sometimes
school is a place where we get a
break, for myself anyway, and
where we can learn and grow as
individuals like the rest of our fellow
pupils. So, let’s make it a happy
place for everyone.

My name is Pippa Holmes and I am
a young carer and proud to be one.

C OAST

TO

C OAST

Raising money for mental health

It’s that time of year again...The
discussion of what challenge to do
over summer to raise awareness
and money for a charity. We have
upped the anti from the Cleveland
way which we completed last
summer; raising almost £500 for
cancer research. This summer,
we’re heading from the quaint
seaside town of Robin Hoods Bay to
the quiet sanctuary of St Bees. The
coast to coast is a 192-mile route
taking us from the far East of
England the the far West. If all goes
to plan, we will complete the walk
in 9 days.

All donations would be greatly
appreciated by us and those that
rely upon the vital work done by the
charity. You can donate to our
JustGiving page (Ben and Alfie’s
coast to coast walk) or by post to
Swaleside Grange, Green End,
Asenby, YO7 3QX.

The charity we have chosen to raise
money and awareness for is Mind –
the mental health charity; a charity
which focuses on the mental health
of all the people in all communities.
Our donations will help towards
funding the charity which supports
people with different types of
mental health.

Written by Ben Mcloughlin , Year 12 and Alfie Dickson, Year 13

THE EASTER BUNNY
Tradition or Commercialism?

could lay its eggs.
The character originally played the role

The Easter Bunny is among the most

of a judge, deciding upon whether

recognisable symbols of the Christian

children had behaved well or not as

festival of Easter, portrayed as a rabbit

Eastertide approached. Historically, the

bringing chocolate eggs to children.

Easter Bunny has often been pictured

However, there is no mention in the

wearing clothes and carrying coloured

Bible of the bunny, yet somehow this

eggs in a basket. The key tradition is

treat-bearing bunny has become heavily

that the bunny gives out sweets,

associated with the most important

chocolates and sometimes also toys to

holiday in the Christian calendar.

children, and as such, shows similarities
to Father Christmas - they both bring
gifts to children on the night before

Eggs have been associated with new life
Christian holidays.
and the Easter theme of resurrection for
a long time. An ancient Polish Christian
legend has it that Mary gave eggs to

In the modern day this mythical being is

Roman soldiers and begged them not to

almost impossible to avoid in the weeks

kill her son, Jesus. Meanwhile, the

surrounding the Easter season as

"Easter Hare" or "Osterhase" originated

shoppers are surrounded by a vast range

among German Lutherans. Children

of plastic eggs and “life-sized”

were tasked with combining the ideas

cardboard cut-outs that appear across

and created nests in which the bunny

supermarkets and shop windows

Written by Chloe Minting, Year 7

encouraging them to stock up early on

saddens me a little bit when it comes to

assorted Easter themed items.

the actual celebration of that day. I really

A survey by Statista last year found
while 75 per cent of Britons said they
celebrated Easter, but only 25 per cent

do want to focus on the resurrection of
Christ. It’s a central, pivotal moment in
the Christian faith, so I love to see that.

visited church. Only 18 per cent thought

“On the other side of it, I also see a lot of

that the religious meaning was the most

people who are not a part of really any

important part of Easter. Moreover, more

church on a regular basis getting

than 40 per cent of survey participants

involved for that day, so if maybe the

said they took part in an Easter egg hunt

chocolate bunnies or the little peeps

and 52 per cent of those giving gifts

bring them into that holiday, I’m OK with

planned to spend more than £15.

that. But when they come through the

The most popular gifts are chocolates
and confectionery, followed by flowers
and plants. An estimated 80 million
Easter eggs are sold in the UK annually.

doors of the church, I want to make sure
that hour that we spend celebrating the
resurrection that day is meaningful and
is focused on Christ resurrection and
what that means for our faith.”

While the number of Easter eggs being
given has soared, the amount of people
who go to church has plummeted,
halving between 1968 and 2011.

While it is true that interest in the
original meaning of Easter appears to be
dwindling, its tradition of celebrating the
festival appears unaffected and, if

The Rev Andrew Filkins, associate
anything, is bolstered by commercialism.
pastor of the Peoples Church said: “It

BATTLEFIELDS VISIT
The History Department took some of our Year 9

we headed up to our rooms to rest our head to

and 10 students to visit the World War One

bring us to the next day.

battlefields of Belgium and France last month. One

Day 2

of our Year 9 students, Amelia, tells us about it here
in her own words:

At around 7 we went to breakfast, delicious
croissants and pains au chocolat or fruit and

Day 1

yoghurt. We then had the task of making our

It was an early start for us, at 3:30 am we started

sandwiches for lunch. Mr Hollis was in charge,

arriving at the bus park and by 4 am we were all

keeping us in an orderly form and on point. At

there, shattered but full of energy and excitement,

around 9, we set off for the jam-packed day

on the bus and set off for Folkestone. We arrived at

ahead. We first headed to the Arras Memorial,

the euro tunnel at around lunchtime, after an

which was a big cemetery that had fewer soldiers

eventful few hours of kazoos, sweets and laughter.

buried than the Lijssenthoek cemetery, but on a

The trip from Folkestone to Calais lasted about half

huge wall behind the cemetery had 35,000

an hour, especially with a sing-song of ‘under the

soldiers listed which they couldn't find the bodies

sea’. After the journey we had made extra time so

for but fought in the Great War. We then went to

we decided to go to Lijssenthoek cemetery, this was

Wellington Quarry. That was particularly

a Commonwealth Cemetery (which is where French,

interesting. We had to wear headphones, which

British, American, Indian and German soldiers are

told us information about the quarry throughout

buried as well as Chinese labourers). It was really

the tour. We also went to Vimy Ridge (which was

uniform and each stone had a cross on it. It is the

a memorial for the Canadian soldiers). By this

second biggest British war cemetery in the world,

point it was incredibly windy. This stop involved

holding 10,000 British soldiers. Afterwards we went

some time in a delightful visitor centre and a

to the Passchendaele Museum; it was really
interesting and fun to look at the conditions of
World War One. We finally departed from the
museum and hopped on the bus and went to the
hostel. We got our keys and opened our rooms and
settled in. Tea was tomato soup, fish and chips and
chocolate mousse. After a lot of chatter and eating

Written by Amelia Macmillan, Year 9

sobering in its huge size. There was another wall of
names without bodies, and countless graves. Next
stop was Sanctuary Wood which had some original
trenches and tunnels, we needed wellies as it was
very muddy, we kept scaring each other down the
dark tunnels. The historical element of the trip
remake of the Canadian trenches which had little
bunkers which people tried to fit in, it was a funny
sight. There was also a tour of the Canadian tunnel
systems underneath Vimy Ridge. Afterwards we
went to Essex Farm Cemetery where the youngest
British soldier Valentine J Strudwick was buried. He
was only 15 when he was killed. After a trip back to
the hostel we had a detour to the Pool of Peace and
the Church in Messines. We had vegetable soup,
and Spaghetti Bolognese and a Chocolate Cornetto.
Finally, we went to the Menin Gate service of
commemoration, which was very special. It began

concluded when we finished at the Flanders Field
Museum. We used poppy wristbands to access
information about the artefacts displayed and to
hear personal stories. In a different way, the
highlight of the trip was the chocolate shop,
Leonidas! We were persuaded to buy a fair amount
of chocolate. The journey home was made smoother
by watching the films Frozen and Moana which
were voted highest out of the selection of films.
Each musical number was greeted with a chorus of
students. We arrived at school around an hour early,
exhausted and full of stories.

and ended with a bugle playing the ‘Reveille’. When
the ceremony concluded we headed back to the
hostel, exhausted after another full day.
Day 3

It was a fantastic trip and I’d recommend it for the
sheer amount I learned, but also for the excitement
of each stop. I thoroughly enjoyed it and would go

The last day, but we all wish it wasn't. We once
again had an early breakfast followed by orderly
sandwich making ready for the day ahead. We first
stopped at the Langemark Cemetery. Among the
graves there was a mass grave with 32,000 bodies
of unnamed soldiers, it was totally different from the
British cemeteries as it was only a simple black
plaque for the graves. We then went to the biggest
British war cemetery, known as Tyne Cot. it was

again. I enjoyed every part. Thank you to the History
Department for organising it and looking after us.

5 FEET APART
Five Feet Apart – My thoughts
Five feet apart is a story that focuses around

the rule is romanticised for the book/film).

Stella and Will, two characters who suffer from

Stella and Will meet in Saint Grace’s hospital

Cystic Fibrosis. A genetic disease that affects

and as they get to know each other they begin

the major organs in the body, the digestive

to fall in love and their desire to defy the 6 feet

system and slowly shuts down the lungs due to

apart rule grows stronger. After all, would

the build-up of thick, sticky mucus which clogs

stealing back one foot really be that fatal after

up the airways in the lungs. This mucus holds

everything CF has already stolen from them?

onto chest infections which makes it difficult
to breathe and over time, causes damage to
This story has been very moving to read, it is
the lungs, eventually leading to the need for a
emotional and if you like stories like the “Fault
double lung transplant. This book is soon to
in our Stars” then I highly recommend it. You
become a major motion picture, it will be in
instantly fall in love with the characters and
cinemas all over the world from March 22nd.
become attached to them and for me it has
The story asks the question “can you love
been nice to have characters that I can relate
someone you can never touch”. People with CF
cannot meet each other in person because we
can pass on infections to each other that can

to, as I myself suffer from Cystic Fibrosis. I

also think it will raise a lot more aware-

be fatal. We could essentially end up killing

ness of CF which is always a good thing.

each other if we don’t stay at least 6 feet away

In the upcoming film, Stella will be por-

from other CFers (note: this rule is only in una-

trayed by Hayley Lu Richardson and Will is

voidable cases for example, if two siblings

being portrayed by Cole Sprouse (which I’m

have CF or two students in a school both have

sure many of us girls will be happy about!).

it. However, people with CF aren’t supposed to
even be in the same room as one another but

(UPDATE: The film was amazing! Very emo-

tional too so if you do go and see it, take tissues).

Written by Caitlin Kelly, Year 12

PUZZLES!!
Q: I am a
bow that
can’t be

Q: What is small,
round, and
colourful and gets
hidden over and

Q: Racoons are racing
around the tree. Can
you spell that without
any “r’s”?

Q: I fall, but I don’t get
hurt. I pour, but I’m not
a jug. I help plants grow,
but I’m not the sun.
What am I?

Down

Across
3. Moisture that forms droplets on stalks
of grass overnight

1. A white droopy flower that blooms in spring
4. A holiday in February that celebrates love

4. A spring celebration that involves eggs

5. We get more of this as we leave winter

8. A yellow flower that blooms in spring

6. Something that comes from chickens
7. A fluffy animal that is born in spring

Sudoku
Each puzzle consists of a 9x9
grid containing given clues in various places. The object is to fill all
empty squares so that the numbers 1 to 9 appear exactly once in
each row, column and 3x3 box.

How excited was the
gardener in spring? So

They say March comes in
like a lion and goes out
like a lamb. Ewe might
say it leaves sheepishly.

excited her wet his

Riddle Answers

If you complete all the puzzles, you can win a treat! Contact Miss Schofield

A: Rain. A: T-H-A-T A: A rainbow. A: A n Easter egg
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THANKS
I would like to thank:

All of our writers featured in this edition.
Our editors: Iona Bailey, Pippa Holmes and Caitlyn Kelly
And Miss Schofield (executive producer of TF)

From Seb
Minister of Media and Publicity

Please join us in our next edition of
THE FALCON. If you would like to be

involved as a writer or editor, please
come along to D19 on a Tuesday
Lunchtime next term.

